USS Seleya - Stardate 9903.14

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya successfully closed the spatial rift, with the assistance of the residents from the future.  However, the dead crewmembers from Caravel, which were brought back with Seleya, carried little buglike beasties which have gotten into the hull of the ship and are weakening it; the creatures are looking for titanium, which they need to survive.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Are all the Caravel crew now in stasis?

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::kneeling in front of the Deranya, chanting the Lament::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::completes repairs to power conduits on deck12:: *CMO* You have power available again for your forcefields and Stasis fields ::climbs out of jefferies tube and heads for the turbolift::

XO_Pang says:
::exits Ready Room, having reported to SFC proposals for action::

CMO_Starr says:
::wondering how long they will have to remain in their biosuits::

CnsSpence says:
::sitting on the bridge reviewing all available data on the alien race from the future::

XO_Pang says:
All on bridge: Report !

MO_Lewis says:
CMO: Yes sir, I believe so.

OPS_Jeffe says:
::settles into conn::

TO_Modane says:
::leaves his quarters to go on duty ::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::stands::  Himself:  May you have found peace Tsalea

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Good, whatever has affected them can only be stopped this way at this time.  Begin tests to see if the organism has stopped growing in their bodies.

XO_Pang says:
*Vn'dor*  Can you report to the bridge please?  We need your skills at Science ... sorry

TO_Modane says:
::enters a turbolift and goes to Main Bridge ::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::exits quarters and heads bridge::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*XO*: On my way ma'am.

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Sir, Holding at the rift site::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* On my way

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: Maam, the remaining crew of the Caravel have been placed in stasis.  Any orders?

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::arrives on bridge::

MO_Lewis says:
CMO: Yes sir.  ::begins forming a rough plan of which tests might prove most useful::

TO_Modane says:
::enters the bridge and mans the tactical console ::

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Good .... can you trace back our exact path when we exited the rift .... if we can open it the probe must be sent precisely

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Aye sir

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::moves over to science 1 and powers up the station::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::begins tracing previous course taken through the rift::

XO_Pang says:
TO: Good to see you.  Please work on maximising our shields ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge:: XO: reporting as ordered Ma'am

TO_Modane says:
XO: Aye Ma'am

XO_Pang says:
*CEO*: Any joy on luring the beasties?

CnsSpence says:
XO: If I may be of any extra assistance Sir please let me know, I am currently making an assessment of the race we have encountered and preparing a report for SFC

MO_Lewis says:
::begins tests on the Caravel crew's DNA::

TO_Modane says:
:: brings up shield control on one of the panels ::

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Have you managed to isolate anything that escaped?

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Ma'am I just finished the repairs to the power conduits in sickbay, I was about to head down to the cargo bay to the industrial replicators and see what happens!

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: Maam, we haven't determined that whatever is eating the Seleya came from our patients.

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: However, I do have a suggestion.

TO_Modane says:
:: begins working on optimising the shields ::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
SCI_K:  Could you work on a solution to reopen the temporal rift please?

XO_Pang says:
CNS:  The less we send about the future the better Lt.  So by all means prepare, just do not send

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Go ahead

OPS_Jeffe says:
::finishes calculating flight path::

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: If as is stated in the brief, they are looking for titanium, we could put some in a closed shuttle bay to draw them to it.

CnsSpence says:
:continues compiling report:: XO: That was my intention Sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
:: restless wants to try his plan ::

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Ma’am, flight path calculated.

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor:  We need to get the message probe through soon .... how long before we can attempt to re-open the rift?

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Agreed - but unless we can be sure of getting them all, we could still be at risk of their infecting others in our space/time

TO_Modane says:
XO: I have maximised the output of our shields.

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: Then confine them in another kind of rubber or metal container that they can't eat through

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::scans the area of the rift::  XO:  Ma'am, we're working on it now, I have to get the CEO to realign the Deflector dish again.  Soon, though.

CEO_Bolitho says:
XO: Ma'am permission to try and lure these parasites by replicating a large qty of titanium in one of the cargo bays

XO_Pang says:
TO: Good ... also please assist the CEO with modifications to the deflector dish

TO_Modane says:
XO: Aye Ma'am.

XO_Pang says:
CEO: By all means, but the SIF has to be our main priority

CMO_Starr says:
::walking over behind Lewis:: MO: Are they still dormant?

TO_Modane says:
:: brings up deflector control on one of his panels ::

MO_Lewis says:
CMO: Yes sir.

CMO_Starr says:
::looks at the readings over her shoulder::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::monitors power distribution throughout ship::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
CEO:  LT, could you modify the Deflector Dish to a frequency of 185 MHz?  If we send a pulse through it, I believe we could reopen the rift

CnsSpence says:
*CMO* Did you do a physical analysis of the race we encountered in the rift?

CMO_Starr says:
MO:  Well whatever is causing this, keep your phaser handy and hope it work if we see one.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Moves to engineering console look at configuration:: nods:: XO/CIV: the deflector dish has not be changed for it setting since we closed the rift, it is ready to fire

CIV_Vn’dor says 
SCI: You have the science console

CMO_Starr says 
CNS: Yes CNS. They are mammal creatures similar to our bears on Earth

MO_Lewis says:
::turns to the CMO, not feeling particularly reassured:: Yes sir.

SCI_Kdaq says:
CIV: Understood

CIV_Vn’dor says 
::looking over CEO's shoulder::  XO: Okay ma'am, I guess with your permission?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::resets the frequency to 185 MHz:: CIV: done Lt

TO_Modane says 
XO: Ma'am transferring fire control to your station

MO_Lewis says:
::looks at readings mistrustfully::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::maintains current position at rift threshold::

CnsSpence says 
*CMO* Thank you doctor

SCI_Kdaq says:
::scans bugs to see what they can withstand::

TO_Modane says 
:: prepares to raise shields ::

CMO_Starr says 
MO: We will figure this one out Lewis, we have been in much worse situations ::reassuringly pats the MO's back::

CIV_Vn’dor says 
CEO:  ::nods::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads for the turbolift::

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: Whatever is eating the hull has DNA, see if science can use the med scanner to detect them.

SCI_Kdaq says:
XO: I request to go EVA to scan these things

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives in cargo bay, orders the computer to start replicating vast amounts of Titanium , arranges for transporter control to beam it into the middle of the cargo bay::

XO_Pang says:
All: Probe ready?

TO_Modane says:
XO: I recommend we go to yellow alert.

XO_Pang says:
TO: Do it

TO_Modane says:
::activates Yellow alert . ::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::reroutes power, per yellow alert protocol::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arms himself with a type 2 phaser:: self: here buggy,buggys

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Lets do a scan to see if there is a difference in DNA structure in the host and parasite.

CMO_Starr says:
::prepares her tricorder for the DNA scan sequence::

XO_Pang says:
All: Can we open the rift now?

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Hull integrity at 77%, continuing to decrease.

MO_Lewis says:
CMO: Good idea, sir.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
XO: Awaiting the orders to fire ma'am

CEO_Bolitho says:
Engineering: All non essential power to be re-routed to SIF and shields

XO_Pang says:
CIV: Fire

TO_Modane says:
:: loads the probe into a torpedo tube ::

CMO_Starr says:
MO: You take that patient ::points:: and I will take this one.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::moves over to SCI 1 and presses the button and the dish fires into the area of the rift::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::monitors deflector power usage::

XO_Pang says:
::hopes the calculations are pretty darned exact::

MO_Lewis says:
::nods and configures tricorder::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The bugs start making their way toward the cargo bays

CMO_Starr says:
::steps to the side of the stasis field and begins running her scan::

TO_Modane says:
:: prepares to fire the probe ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::watches as the pile of raw titanium starts to pile up::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::crossing fingers as he monitors readings::

SCI_Kdaq says:
XO: The bugs are moving toward the cargo bays!

CIV_Vn’dor says:
XO:  Ma'am, we're getting some gravimetric fluctuations

XO_Pang says:
CIV: ::seeing a rift open:: does that match the previous rift?

CMO_Starr watches the tricorder intently:: (Tricorder.wav)

XO_Pang says:
TO: Send that probe now!

CIV_Vn’dor says:
XO: Aye Cmdr.   All readings show an exact match with previous findings

TO_Modane says:
XO: The probe is loaded and firing ::fires the probe ::

XO_Pang says:
::realising that the SIF will not last too much longer::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::prepares flight path to enter rift::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::activates tricorder to see if anything is interested in my little treasure trove::

CMO_Starr says:
::brings her readings over to the MO::MO: Lets compare what we have here.

TO_Modane says:
::monitors the probe status ::

XO_Pang says:
SCI:  How is the hull holding up .... emergency forcefields along the path?

CMO_Starr says:
MO: They look the same to me, how about you?

TO_Modane says:
XO: The probe has started transmitting.

MO_Lewis says:
::nods silent agreement::

XO_Pang says:
TO: And?

TO_Modane says:
XO: No reply.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::sets setting on phaser to 16 in anticipation:: grins::

XO_Pang says:
TO: We need to give our friends time .... keep monitoring

CIV_Vn’dor says:
XO: Cmdr., the forcefields are holding up but if this keeps up we're going to need more power to the system

TO_Modane says:
XO: Aye :: keeps a close eye on the readouts ::

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Well one of us is going to have to go into the stasis field.  I will but you are to monitor any activity once I am in.  If anything moves, shoot it.

OPS_Jeffe says:
::allocates more power to emergency shields along bugs paths::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The creatures begin making their way to the pile of titanium, moving through the floor till they are under the titanium

MO_Lewis says:
::not certain she likes the idea::  CMO: Aye sir.

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Are you ready?

TO_Modane says:
XO: Still no response Ma'am.

MO_Lewis says:
::smiles, thinking that she's as ready as she'll ever be, and that that isn't all that ready::  CMO: Yes sir.

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Allright, lower the field to let me in then replace it.

MO_Lewis says:
::lowers the field::  CMO: Field is down.

CMO_Starr says:
::watches as the field is shut off then quickly steps inside::

CnsSpence says:
XO: They may have left their last known co-ordinates

MO_Lewis says:
::raises field::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The bugs eat up from the floor, and start scarfing the bait from the bottom

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Ma'am the parasites are for the moment contained in cargo bay three

CnsSpence says:
XO: Can the probe scan for them?

CMO_Starr says:
::turning the patient over, she takes her laser scalpel and removes the parasite in the spine::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A signal is received back through the rift

CMO_Starr says:
::she puts it in a glass jar and nods for the MO to lower the field again::

MO_Lewis says:
::watches alertly::

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Hull integrity at 75%.  It has ceased to deteriorate, at least for the moment.

TO_Modane says:
XO: We are receiving.

MO_Lewis says:
::lowers the field::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::ensures the industrial replicator is still working and making titanium::

CMO_Starr says:
::waiting for the field, she quickly steps out again::

TO_Modane says:
:: compensating for minor interference ::

MO_Lewis says:
::raises the field::

CMO_Starr says:
MO: All right, lets see if we can get several samples of the DNA, then we will see if this thing can be killed.

MO_Lewis says:
::not happy that the parasite is separated from her by only a jar::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* there is a large qty of titanium in cargo bay three I believe the parasites are there please erect a 360 degree forcefield around the qty of titanium

TO_Modane says:
::displays the message on the main view screen ::

CMO_Starr says:
::sits the jar on the table and with micro tweezers and scalpel begins scrapings of the tissue::

CnsSpence says:
*CMO* Medical Emergency

MO_Lewis says:
::hopes the tissue scrapings won't grow into anything nasty::

CnsSpence says:
*CMO* Beam XO to Sickbay

OPS_Jeffe says:
CEO: Aye , containment field erected. ::erects a level 3 containment field around titanium::

SCI_Kdaq says:
::faints::

CMO_Starr says:
*CNS: Do not beam her to the main sickbay, beam her to aux.!

CnsSpence says:
*CMO* Very well

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The XO regains consciousness

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*CMO*:  Another med emergency on it's way   ::beams SCI to Medbay::

TO_Modane says:
::displays the message on the main view screen ::

XO_Pang says:
::a bit weakly:: What happened?

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::takes over SCI 1::

CnsSpence says:
*CMO* Hold on she has regained consciousness

CEO_Bolitho says:
::watches as the forcefield springs into existence, stops the replicating and monitors the dwindling pile of titanium ::

TO_Modane says:
XO:  We have a response Ma'am.

CnsSpence says:
XO: You just fainted Sir

XO_Pang says:
TO: On screen please

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::scans for temporal effects on crew::

XO_Pang says:
::rubs head angrily::

TO_Modane says:
:: compensating for minor interference ::

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Notify aux. sickbay that a crew member is being beamed there.

OPS_Jeffe says:
::monitors containment field status::

CnsSpence says:
XO: May I scan you with a MT to verify you are all right?

XO_Pang says:
CNS: Sure

CMO_Starr says:
::goes back to her work with the alien DNA::

CnsSpence says:
::gets emergency medkit::

XO_Pang says:
CNS: But I am ok .....

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The message reads as following:  If you can capture the parasites, send them back through the wormhole; we have ways of destroying them on this side.  The carriers must also come as well, or be purged of the beasts.

MO_Lewis says:
*aux*:  We are about to beam you a crewmember.

OPS_Jeffe says:
::glances nervously at the XO as she is being examined::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::scans for life signs amongst the titanium::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::looks at the message and hopes we have them all in Cargo bay::

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Relay via the probe please:  How can we purge the carriers .... we have some of them in stasis here in our sickbay?

XO_Pang says:
::reluctant to send live people through the rift::

CnsSpence says:
::scans XO:: XO: ::whispering:: Sir, you need rest that's all. The stress from being separated from your loved ones as well as working round the clock is getting to you

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO Aye, :;sends message to the aliens::

XO_Pang says:
::grins at the Counsellor:: Surprise!

CnsSpence says:
XO: ::you might consider giving Cmdr. Starr the bridge for a while::

MO_Lewis says:
::watches CMO working::

CnsSpence says:
XO: or someone else

XO_Pang says:
CNS: I would, but she has emergency work in sickbay ....

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*CMO*:  Do you think you could purge the beings from the survivors if you simulated their deaths somehow?

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Message sent Maam.  No response yet.

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Now, see if this DNA will be destroyed by acid ::handing her a sample::

TO_Modane says:
::boosts the signal ::

CMO_Starr says:
CIV: I am working on that right now.  We don't know what can kill them.

MO_Lewis says:
::takes sample::  CMO: Aye sir.  ::walks away, glaring at DNA sample::

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Can you transport what the CEO has collected, plus the cadavers of the Caravel dead into our specially adapted shuttle?

CMO_Starr says:
::douses one in water to see the results::

CnsSpence says:
::goes to replicator and returns with a carbohydrate-protein mixture:: XO: Drink this

CMO_Starr says:
::hmm, water has no effect, let's try fire::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::replicates a large plastic box::

MO_Lewis says:
CMO: The acid doesn't destroy the DNA, sir.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
thinking- ::what could kill a titanium eating creature?::

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO: Aye Ma'am.  ::calls up transporter console, identifies the locations of all subjects to be transported::

TO_Modane says:
XO: Ma'am suggesting that we evacuate the shuttle bay.

CnsSpence says:
XO: It's not as replenishing as sleep but it should do until you can get some or decide to give someone else the bridge

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* I hate to say this - but unless we can cure the Caravel survivors, they will have to go back through the rift ...... and I will go with them

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Tough little beasties aren't they!  Try something else, water and fire aren't working and we know they can survive in oxygen or no oxygen.  Lets try different gases.

OPS_Jeffe says:
XO:  Transporter ready.

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor: You have the bridge ..... I am taking the shuttle through the rift with all that remains of Caravel ... crew and beasties

MO_Lewis says:
::nods thoughtfully, wondering if they ought to try something highly corrosive::

CMO_Starr says:
*XO*: No way!!  Kay Lee, that is my job.  We haven't discovered anything to kill them.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
XO: Aye ma'am.  ::moves down to the command arc::

XO_Pang says:
::stomps out of the bridge:: TL: Shuttle Bay!

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* This time I fly!

CIV_Vn’dor says:
XO: Ma'am, I think it would be wiser though if you let me pilot the shuttle

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Take over sickbay.  I am on my way to the shuttle bay.

MO_Lewis says:
CMO: Yes sir.

OPS_Jeffe says:
*XO* :Transporter ready.  Advise when shuttle ready.

XO_Pang says:
*OPS*: Transport the survivors into shuttle xalpha .... **CEO* I will have your beasties too please .... and quick

CMO_Starr says:
::enters the shuttle bay::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads for shuttle bay::

XO_Pang says:
*FCO* Transfer a course to the shuttle bay:

CMO_Starr says:
XO: Kay Lee, what do you think you are doing?  SF says you cannot put yourself in danger.  I cannot let you do this!!!

TO_Modane says:
:: monitors the shield output ::

OPS_Jeffe *XO* Aye Ma'am.  ::activates transporter, and survivors appear in the shuttle:: (Transporter.wav)

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Get back Troi ..... anyone goes ... I do!

CIV_Vn’dor says:
OPS: I want you to track the XO's shuttle as far as you can.  Let me know of any odd readings

MO_Lewis says:
::exposes DNA samples from the parasites to various substances and observes the results...which tend to be non-existent::

CMO_Starr says:
::reaches behind and is ready to sedate her if necessary::

XO_Pang says:
::boards shuttle:: *Bridge*: Ready .....

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Aye, tracking the shuttle

TO_Modane says:
:: prepares to open the doors ::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::sits in Command chair::

CMO_Starr says:
::reaches for the hypospray and it connects with Kay Lees back::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* trapped inside a forcefield Ma'am there yours can I please reconfigure your shuttle forcefield so they can emit the same as in the cargo bay

XO_Pang says:
::shuts the shuttle door in the CMO's face:: *CMO: Careful you don't get in the way of the exhaust

XO_Pang says:
*CEO* Done that

TO_Modane says:
*XO*: Ready when you are Ma'am.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::why is it CO's always want to get themselves killed::

XO_Pang says:
*Bridge*: I am on my way .....

CMO_Starr says:
::waiting for the sedative to take effect::

TO_Modane says:
::opens the bay doors ::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*XO*:  Aye ma'am.  OPS: Open bay doors

XO_Pang says:
::feeling drowsy .... puts the shuttle onto auto-pilot ... and fights to stay awake:: *Seleya*  On my way

CMO_Starr says:
::sees the shuttle bay doors begin to open and runs for cover::

OPS_Jeffe ::Opens bay doors:: (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)

XO_Pang says:
::bites lip::

TO_Modane says:
:: locks on to the shuttle ::

CMO_Starr says:
*FCO: Stop the shuttle bay doors now!

SCI_Kdaq says:
::still dossing on the bridge floor::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::holds the shuttle bay doors::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*CMO*: What's the problem down there Doc?

XO_Pang says:
::cuts her leg sharply with her knife .... wakes up fully::

XO_Pang says:
::pilots the shuttle towards the rift::

CMO_Starr says:
*CIV*: I have sedated the XO and am taking her place.  The shuttle is not to leave the Seleya

XO_Pang says:
::enters the rift::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The shuttle disappears into the rift.....

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*CMO*:  It's a bit late doctor.... she just went through

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Shuttle has entered the rift::

XO_Pang says:
::hangs on::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
FCO: Prepare a course through the rift

CMO_Starr says:
::sighs::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads for ME ::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::Calls up flight plan:: CIV: Course laid.

TO_Modane says:
::raises shields ::

XO_Pang says:
::sets up automatic comm telling the ursines what she has done and asking their assistance::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The rift remains open, though it is starting to show some signs of instability

CMO_Starr says:
::walks back to sickbay and when she enters sees all the empty beds::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
OPS: Ok , hold it for a sec give her a chance

TO_Modane says:
CIV: The rift is beginning to collapse.

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Did you send the sample back also?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The ursines clear Pang to land shuttle on their main ship

XO_Pang says:
::hoping the forcefields will not mean she gets infected::

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Rift is beginning to show signs of instability.

XO_Pang says:
::lands .... dons biosuit::

TO_Modane says:
CIV: It’s still stable for passage.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
TO: See if you can delay closure with another blast from the Deflector dish

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives in ME and sends out damage control parties to the affected area's that done heading for bridge::

CMO_Starr says:
::walks over and sees the sample gone from the container::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The ursines transport the infected crews to their sickbay, where they are treated

XO_Pang says:
::aware that she is poisonous to the ursines::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::Continues scans of the rift, looking for the shuttle::

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Good, at least we don't have anymore of them aboard.

TO_Modane says:
CIV: Aye..  :: fires the dish::

CMO_Starr says:
MO: Lets lower the containment fields and get out of these suits.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
OPS: Ready for passage just in case

XO_Pang says:
::also aware that she is bleeding::

MO_Lewis says:
::nods::

XO_Pang says:
::from lip and leg::

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Standing by.....

Host Cheryl says:
The ursines transport the trapped bugs out into space, and blast it with very advanced phasers, unlike anything Pang has seen......

CIV_Vn’dor says:
TO: How are the readings now?

XO_Pang says:
::eyes widen as she sees that amount of power::

TO_Modane says:
CIV: The rift will stay stable for 20 minutes.

TO_Modane says:
CIV: Then we will loose it forever.

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  You are injured.  We will treat you in Sickbay ::transports with Pang to sickbay::

CMO_Starr says:
::after taking off her biosuit, she goes to her office and begins her report on the XO’s behaviour::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::activates the engineering console, monitors the damage control parties efforts to repair the damage the bus caused::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
TO: Acknowledged.  OPS: That should be plenty of time for her return

CIV_Vn’dor says:
OPS: Stand down for the moment

MO_Lewis says:
::scans to be sure nothing is left from the parasites::

XO_Pang says:
Ursine CO:  But I can be dangerous to you ... please do not let me contaminate your time

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Aye ::whispers:: I hope so....

TO_Modane says:
:: scans the wormhole ::

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Standing down

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  ::orders med staff to treat the XO, and moves to check on the Caravel survivors, scanning them::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the rift waits anxiously::

XO_Pang says:
::terrified in case she passes some bug to the ursines::

CnsSpence says:
CIV: I recommend we try to use the probe to maintain a transporter lock on the XO in case of rift instability

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::damn I hope she's all right over there::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::nervously taps his fingers on the console , watching the clock and looking for the shuttle::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
CNS:  Good idea.  OPS: Can you relay a transport through the rift using the probe?

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  ::smiles a teddy bear smile at Pang::  It is taken care of.  You must return to your time, and we'll seal the rift, as we did before.

TO_Modane says:
CNS: We can not transport through the wormhole...to much instability.

XO_Pang says:
Ursine Medic:  Did our database help you with infections from our time? .....::much relieved::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CIV: Lt we should fire an additional probe so that they are aware the rift will close in 18 minutes

OPS_Jeffe says:
Civ: Checking....No not able to transport through the rift.

XO_Pang says:
Ursine CO: With the Caravel survivors?  Only too pleased!

CIV_Vn’dor says:
TO/CNS:  We'll give her two more minutes

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine Med>  XO:  We have the information we need.  Do not worry for us.

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  Pang:  I will beam you and the others to your shuttle.

CnsSpence says:
TO: Try to maintain a transporter lock. I hope we won't need to act on it

XO_Pang says:
Ursine CO: I can only thank you .....

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  You must go; the rift is unstable.

XO_Pang says:
Ursine CO: I am ready

TO_Modane says:
::sends a time update advising the Ursine that the rift will close in 17 minutes.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
TO: The rift readings?

CIV_Vn’dor says:
TO: Thank you

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  ::beams Pang, waving a paw as she dematerialises::

TO_Modane says:
CIV: We have a 17 minute window,

XO_Pang says:
::shimmers and reappears in the shuttle with the Caravel crew::

CMO_Starr says:
::finishing her report she heads to the bridge::

XO_Pang says:
::transmits via the probe .  *Seleya* I am coming through

CnsSpence says:
OPS: Try to get an update from the XO

CMO_Starr says:
:exiting the bridge:: CIV: Report status please?

MO_Lewis says:
::watches CMO leave and looks around empty sickbay::

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  *Pang*  You have clearance to go.  Opening shuttle doors

TO_Modane says:
CIV: The shuttle is on its way back!!!

OPS_Jeffe says:
CIV: Just received word, XO is returning.

CIV_Vn’dor says:
*COM: XO*: Better make it quick, 17 minutes till it closes

XO_Pang says:
::plots a back course fast :: Ursine CO: My blessings ...::whooshes out of the shuttlebay towards the rift::

CMO_Starr says:
ALL: Gentlemen, what is the status?

CIV_Vn’dor says:
OPS/TO: Thank you.

XO_Pang says:
::hoping her calculations are pretty exact::

CnsSpence says:
CIV: We should get the rift on screen::

TO_Modane says:
::establishes a faint lock on the shuttle ::

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine CO>  ::moves into position, ready to fire upon rift, when Pang is clear::

XO_Pang says:
::enters the rift::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
CMO:  the Cmdr. is on her way back through the rift

CMO_Starr says:
::listening to the conversations and wondering why she isn't being answered!::

OPS_Jeffe says:
CMO: The XO is on the way back through the rift, which is starting to destabilise.

CEO_Bolitho says:
CMO: repairs now being made to the damage caused by these parasites

XO_Pang says:
*COMM: *Seleya: Prepare a graviton burst ready to seal ..... on my mark

CMO_Starr says:
TO: Are you prepared to fire to seal the rift from our side?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Pang re-emerges

TO_Modane says:
:: powers up all phaser arrays ::

XO_Pang says:
::dives the shuttle into Seleya's shuttlebay::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::notices shuttle on screen::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::preps the deflector dish to emit another charge to close the rift::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::routes added power to phaser arrays::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
CEO: Fire dish

OPS_Jeffe says:
::then reroutes it to the  deflector::

XO_Pang says:
::arrives in the shuttlebay:: *Bridge* Fire the burst two minutes from ............ now!

CMO_Starr says:
TO: Fire and seal the rift!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Message comes through.  "Is she there?"

CEO_Bolitho says:
CIV : aye sir ::firs graviton pulse::

CMO_Starr says:
COM: TB: Yes she has returned.

Host Cheryl says:
<Ursine vessel>  ::fires::

CMO_Starr says:
TO: fire!!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The rift is sealed once again

TO_Modane says:
::fires::

XO_Pang says:
::looks round at the Caravel people ..... welcome back to your own time!::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::Monitor power usage::

CMO_Starr says:
SCI: Is the rift closing?

XO_Pang says:
::realises that she is not sleepy any more and her lip and leg are unscarred::

TO_Modane says:
:: stands down from Yellow alert ::

CIV_Vn’dor says:
CMO: Acknowledged ma'am.  Rift is closing

CMO_Starr says:
TO: Do not stand down Yellow alert until we are sure the rift has closed.

XO_Pang says:
*Bridge*  We should be ok now .... on my way ... please send some security people to escort the Caravel crew to quarters

SCI_Kdaq says:
::still dossing on the bridge floor::

CMO_Starr says:
TO: You heard the XO.

TO_Modane says:
CMO: Aye.

XO_Pang says:
::helps 11 woozy people out of the shuttle::

TO_Modane says:
::leaves the bridge and calls up a few officers ::

CMO_Starr says:
::just waiting for the XO to reappear on the bridge.

TO_Modane says:
*SECTEAM*: Meet me in the shuttle bay.

CnsSpence says:
*XO* Welcome back Ma'am, I suggest we reunite with our non-essential crew

CIV_Vn’dor says:
::another day another 26 hrs::

CMO_Starr says:
*MO*: Get some medical staff to the shuttle bay to help the Caravel crew.

XO_Pang says:
::breathes a heavy sigh of relief .... they are clean!::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::returns power usage to normal parameters::

CnsSpence says:
LOL CIV

CEO_Bolitho says:
::thinks angry he didn't get a chance to take out the bugs himself::

OPS_Jeffe says:
::Nods greetings to XO::

MO_Lewis says:
*CMO*: Yes sir.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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